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When Omera came home from
hospital, life remained challenging
for the family. Her Mum, Niaman,
said they lived in poverty ...

They taught me how to make organic fertilizer by
using the water from when I wash the rice each day
and to mix it with bamboo root and some other local
plants. I put it in a bucket and let it ferment for two
weeks.

“We struggled to feed the family.
If we wanted to have food and vegetables we would
have to buy from the market, but we didn’t have
enough money. We ate just rice.
I was often thinking ‘how can I feed the family? We
don’t have enough money to buy what the children
need. We need to work for other families like slaves
on their rubber trees just to survive. This was when we
got support from CDRM&CDS*.
I joined the Farmer’s Group to learn about growing
my own kitchen garden. I learnt how to prepare the
land by digging and making the compost. I would
collect soil from the land and leaves and other plants
to make a mulch. Mix it with rice husks and banana
leaves too.
*CDRM&CDS is your ALWS partner in Indonesia, working to take
your support into local communities.

Omera

They also showed me how to make raised seed beds
and even how to collect the good seeds from what I
grow so I can plant and not buy from other places.
I thank the people of Australia for helping my
family to make the garden.
I feel so very happy because when I want to use
vegetables in my cooking, it is already there! I don’t
need to go and buy, especially when we have not
much money. The children get nutrition from the
vegetables. We can have a variety of vegetables and
not the same every day!
I especially thank you for Omera, so she can keep
her spirit in education and keep learning and feel
confident in herself.”

Chillies from the garden

Happy sisters!

Omera's Story
Click Here to
watch Omera's
Story, and see how
your Gifts of
Grace shine!

"Before, life was very difficult to supply the family with
food. It was hard because we had several children. I felt
bad because I could not give enough for their basic needs.
My income was too low.
We would eat just rice and a local vegetable with salt and add
water. I felt very sad. I was always thinking, how can I make
some money? What can I do? In my heart, I really want to look
after my family.
When I first saw Omera I felt very sad. But then I
accepted the situation. This is the fact. My baby
has a disability. I will care for her.
CDRM&CDS* gave us some support. Firstly, they
talked to us about disability. First at a family level they
shared with us about how a child with disability can
still do things and that we can encourage Omera.
Next they talked about how a child like Omera can go
to school, even with disability. They talked with the
teachers and Principal too. Many people in our
community think that if someone has a disability they
are cursed or cannot learn.
I made an effort to help
Omera go to school. At first
it was difficult. She did not
want to go. Children teased
her. I even gave her sweets
to encourage her to go.
*CDRM&CDS is your ALWS partner in Indonesia, working to take
your support into local communities.

Filifo, Omera's Dad

When she went for a little while, she then liked
learning and found the reason to want to go.
CDRM&CDS came to give some support. They
explained about disability and that all children should
have chance to go to school. They gave this
knowledge to the teachers at the school to help
them, as they did not think a child with disability
could learn. And they even speak to the local
government about this.
... Thank you to everyone in Australia for your
support. You help my family to develop the
garden and bring nutrition food for the family.
I hope my family can be more improved, especially
the children. I am hoping that Omera can achieve
her dream. She wants to be a teacher. She even
wants to come to Australia to study!
I really want all my children to graduate. Then
they can get good jobs.“

